Executive Summary

Many postal services, such as sorting or transporting mail, are optional for large mailers. These services may be workshared by being performed by the mailer or contracted out to a private firm or they may be purchased from the USPS. Approximately two-thirds of all mail is workshared to some degree.

When mailers perform or privately purchase workshared services, the Postal Service provides fewer services along with delivery, and charges lower rates, published as rate differentials. A host of private firms now compete to provide these “upstream” workshared services. This study examines whether revenues that the USPS realizes from workshared services cover their costs.

The study is based on USPS accounting records of mail processed, to identify for the first time revenues generated, and costs incurred from workshared activities. (The cost incurred by mailers preparing and transporting mail so that it bypasses some or all of the upstream network was not addressed.)

The analysis here finds that the USPS cost to provide workshared services exceeds by billions of dollars the revenue earned. The upstream portion of the postal network incurs a significant financial shortfall. The immediate conclusion from this finding is that the rates charged by the USPS to provide workshared services are inadequate.

In order to cover the shortfall, the USPS abuses its monopoly over delivery by overcharging highly workshared mail, cross-subsidizing the upstream portion of its network. The competitive playing field is not level, slanted against private firms that perform extensive worksharing service.

The study recommends that all cross-subsidies to upstream services be eliminated. Competitive services should be priced competitively, with rates set at a level sufficient to cover costs and render those services financially self-supporting. If the Postal Service will not revise its pricing, the only way to avoid these cross-subsidies could be to split the USPS into a processing and transportation company, and a separate delivery company.